DV Safe Sanctuary Circle Ambassadors
(individual/business)

Post a selfie picture on IG with
#dv safesanctuarycircle with following paragraphs after 7/4

DV Safe Sanctuary Circle project is a part of GYS Ladybirds Rising 2023: DV Safe Sanctuary Campaign by @gothamyardbirdsanctuary to create a grassroots community of advocates with critical information on Support Systems and Human Rights for DV Victims in NYC.

Please join DV Safe Sanctuary Circle project to become an advocate against Domestic Violence, and for Domestic Violence Victims in 5 easy steps:

1) Visit Linktree in Bio @ornithologyjazzclub
2) Click and download “DV Safe Sanctuary Circle Resource Kit” in Linktree
3) Click “DV Safe Sanctuary Circle Post Instruction” in Linktree
4) Copy instructed paragraphs
5) Paste paragraphs and post a selfie with
   #dv safesanctuarycircle
DV Safe Sanctuary Circle Business Ambassadors (business with a physical storefront)

Post a selfie picture with QR code sticker or social media flyer “Domestic Violence Stops Here” on IG with #dv safesanctuarycircle with following phrase after 8/4

Dear NYC business owners!

DV Safe Sanctuary Circle project is a part of GYS Ladybirds Rising 2023: DV Safe Sanctuary Campaign by @gothamyardbirdsanctuary to create a grassroots community of advocates with critical information on Support Systems and Human Rights for DV Victims in NYC.

Please join DV Safe Sanctuary Circle project to become an advocate business for Domestic Violence Victims in 5 easy steps:

1) Visit Linktree in Bio @ornithologyjazzclub
2) Read DV Safe Sanctuary Circle Resource Kit and learn about employer’s responsibility for DV Victims
3) DM @ornithologyjazzclub to receive a sticker “Domestic Violence Stops Here” with QR code linked to Resource Kit
4) Place a sticker at your venue

5) Post a selfie picture with sticker to IG with
   #dvsafesanctuarycircle and copy/paste this entire steps from
   “Dear NYC business owners…” to create DV safe sanctuary
   with a grassroots circle of advocate businesses

Please keep me posted about potential business
ambassadors if you know any and ask me any questions
about this campaign!

Rie Yamaguchi-Borden
mamajamavista@gmail.com